
MEMORANDUM 

 

 
February 13, 1998 

 

To:  Laura Denk 

cc:  T. Jeremy Gunn 

 

From:  D. Sydney Reddy 

 

Subject: Transfer and Wrap-up of Duties 

 

The transfer of my Ford Library and Warren Commission responsibilities to Kim Herd was completed 

last week.  

 

This is the status of the following FBI files listed on Laura’s January 12, 1998 memo to me: 

 

Orlando Bosch-Avila 

HQ MF 2-2173, sections 1 through 6 

-This file has been completely negotiated but is on hold until the Navarette issue is finalized with by 

the Board. 

-Carl Valentine and I came up with a strategy to redact Navarette’s foreign information.  I  

informed Marie Fagnant of this since she will be handling the Bosch-Avila files from now on. 

HQ MF 9-42758, section 1 

HQ MF 9-48130 

HQ MF 105-165503, section 1 

HQ MF 105-306488 

HQ MF 149-5378, sections 1 and 2 

six “see” packages 

-All of these files need to be negotiated still. 

-Check with Jim Puglisi 

 

 Bunny Breen 

HQ MF 87-142614 

HQ MF 32-2076 

HQ MF 62-10369 

-I spoke with LuAnn Wilkins regarding these files.  She informed me that the files were processed in 

a “see package” for Breen.  She said that the page numbers were accounted for in this package. 
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Dino Vincent Cellini 

Miami Elsur 

-Completed 

 

Richard Cyril Frank 

HQ MF 100-459457 

-Needs negotiation 

HQ MF 100-401762, section 3 

-Section 3 of this file has been located and needs both review and negotiation.  All four sections 

need to be revisited due to DCU changes. 

-Check with Joe Iazetta. 

 

Sam Giancana 

HQ MF 92-3171 

-Only volume 2 of the “June” mail and the toll records need review and negotiation. 

-Check with Judy O’hara 

 

J.U.R.E. 

HQ MF 105-114543, section subA 

-Completed 

 

Murray Miller 

HQ MF 63-7639 

HQ MF 159-1130 

HQ MF 122-3311 

HQ MF 122-3132 

one “see” reference 

-All of these have been completed. 

 

M.I.R.R. 

HQ MF 97-4474, sections 1, 3, 5, 6 and 7 

one “see” package 

-All of these have been completed. 

 

Edward Pierpoint Morgan 

-Only one section one of HQ MF 67-140750 has been negotiated.  There are several more sections to 

this files and may have additional files on this subject. 

-Check with LuAnn Wilkins or Barbra Hatch. 
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I have placed all of the files that still need work in the drawer marked with my name on it near 

LuAnn’s office.  These files also still need to have the RIF’s marked for entry in the “Fast-Track” 

database and need to have copies made of their foreign information. 
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